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Continue reading the main storyCritic's TakeJulio CortázarCredit ... Prensa Latina, via Associated Press Review you are going to read, is fraudulent, arbitrary, subjective and useless. Julio Cortázar, whose novel, 'Hopscotch,' is arguably the best Latin American novel of our time, would suggest that any attempt to reduce work so complex, profound, concrete, both labyrinthine and revolutionary, so desperate and tango-like, so fun and
contradictory. . . . that synthesize it all on the page is to distort the book. Those words were written in 1964 by a 22-year-old literary critic in Ercilla, then Chile's most important weekly newspaper. The writer snuffed out when he tried to convey the importance of the Argentine writer and finally asked Cortázar for forgiveness. The man who wrote those words 50 years ago was me. And when I commemorated the centenary of Cortázar's
birth this year, I found myself reconsidering the old confusion. If anything, my dilemma was compounded: In my youth, I was afraid to betray his fiction. Now, much older, I fear the prospect that I might betray the life of someone who considered me my brother. But every act of writing meant, according to Julio, some inevitable exercise of infidelity and hypocrisy. Silence, after all, was an even worse sin. Let him forgive me again, then
for this honor, the form of keeping him alive. It was thanks to the Chilean Revolution that I met Cortázar. In November 1970, he flew to Santiago from Paris, where he lived for nearly two decades as an expatriate, to attend the inauguration of Salvador Allende, Chile's first socialist president. Cortázarov's arrival drove the young Blacks wildly with enthusiasm and I was the wildest of them all, his most ardent admirer. His first three short
story books and his novel, Price, turned ordinary life into a mystery and left us breathless, questioning our own sanity. And all in the everyday street language of Buenos Aires, with a kind sense of humor. But nothing prepared anyone for Hopscotch (1963), which became the basic text of a generation: an earthquake of language, an attack on reality, anticipating, with its joy and radical demands on the reader, the social liberation that
the youth of Latin America dreamed of our continent. Hopscotch urged us to drastically break out of the prison-house consciousness and history in which we were ensnared. We have to, Cortázar said, throw reality out the window and then throw it out the window as well. On that first occasion, we became friends. Later, after the coup of General Pinochet in 1973, which ended democracy in Chile, my wife, Angélica, and I had no home
or any country, and it was Julio who accepted and fed us and gave us sanctuary. No need to thank me, he would say - that's what an older brother does. I can't imagine our roles ever being reversed. In August 1980 we went swimming in Zihuatanejo Bay in Mexico, where our families were on Together. Our kids clambered back on the fishing boat Julio had chartered for the day, and now it was Julio again to climb the ladder. I stepped
the water by his side and waited patiently. Suddenly, Julio said, Ayúdame, Ariel. It took me a while to understand that he was asking for help. I strengthened him up the ladder. In that brief, awkward moment, when I held his body in my hands and helped him mount the ship as I felt his bones, I was confronted with the irrefutable transience of Julio Cortázar. And indeed, less than four years later, the body from which Hopscotch and
those perfect and hallucinating stories emerged was dead. He let me seek solace. A few years ago, on a visit to Buenos Aires, I noticed some words crawling on a dirty white wall, addressed to Julio. VOLVÉ, CORTÁZAR, QUÉ TE CUESTA? Come back, Cortázar, how hard can it be for you? If so many of his characters could persist beyond the death and cascade of the century, invading our daily lives from the sinister and malignant
boundaries of fiction, why not Cortázar? Who has to tell us that he is not close, not only in his literature, not only in the memory of those who remember him and who are also disappearing into oblivion? Who can swear that Cortázar is not following us, whispering to us from the other side of reality, and that this will continue for a century after a century? Julio Cortazar is a mad masterpiece, foreman of the Latin boom in the 1960s -
published in Vintage Classics for the first time 'Cortazar masterpiece. This is the first great novel of Spanish America ... A powerful anti-novel, but as well as deeply understood moments in life itself, rich in many kinds of potential meanings and intimations' Literary SupplementDazed by the disappearance of his muse, The Argentine writer Horatio Oliveira wanders the bridges in Paris, sounds of jazz and talk about literature, life and art
echoing around him. But a chance encounter with a literary idol and his new work - a novel that can be read in random order - sends Horatio's mind into further confusion. As the return to Buenos Aires beckons, Horatio's friend and fellow artist, Traveler, awaits his arrival with the horror-lives of these two young writers now ready to play in an inexhaustible game of uncertainty. Read more June 28, 2013 I once met a man who claimed
to have always read the last paragraph of any novel before turning to page one. I want to make sure he has a good ending, he explained. Otherwise why invest effort? Julio Cortázar left even bolder suggestions for readers of his experimental novel Hopscotch, published 50 years ago today, June 28. It invites them to start the novel in Chapter 73 and then go through the novel's 155 sections in the prescribed order - Cortázar gives a list
of alternative sequences in his Table of Instructions - jumping back and forth in the book, until finally finish, having already read 132 to 155, with a chapter To make matters worse, it asks readers to completely skip chapter 55 (I admit I cheated and read it anyway), and read one of the chapters twice. Does that sound confused? Well, Cortázar has some regret for those narrow-minded souls still caught up in an outdated linear reading
paradigm. For these stick-in-the-mud, he grants permission to read the novel in traditional order, from chapters 1 to 56, but then asks them to ignore the remaining 99 chapters – more than 200 pages of text! Which begs the obvious question: can my friend learn anything from the temptation on the last page if it doesn't really include the end of the novel? What do you miss if you miss the last 99 chapters of Hopscotch? Well, you won't
read the various defenses for a fragmented, discontinuous novel, a novel that bears a mysterious resemblance to the book you have in your hands. This controversy over fractional fiction is attributed to Morelli, a small character in a novel with unconventional ideas about writing. For example, in some passages, Morelli tries to justify his own narrative incoherence, claiming that the life story, as it comes to us in so-called reality, is not a
movie, but still a photograph, that is, we can not understand the action, just a few of its eleatically recorded fragments. (Yes, I checked the google books, and can confirm that Hopscotch is the only novel in existence that uses the word eleatically.) Eleatics, though (like Parmenides and Zeno) rejected the idea that sensory experience told us something about reality; instead, they argued about rationalistic, timeless, unitary beings – time
and matter were illusions. I hope readers sound that helpful because it's as close as the text gets to explaining its peculiarly formal structure. The novel offers puzzles within a larger puzzle, like Chapter 34, with its list of seemingly unrelated sentence fragments, but also, as Scott Esposito wrote in Quarterly Conversations, is a novel of traditional literary pleasure: imaginative prose, probing characterization, believable dialogue, and rich
metaphorical dumas. Esposito cites this passage as an example: If my friend runs out I have it, oliveira thought. My only real conversation is with this green pumpkin. He studied the strange behavior of a friend, how the herb would breathe fragryly, how it came up on top of the water and how he would dive when he aspired and would cling to himself, all well lost and all the scents, except a little bit that he would come into the water like
breath and stimulate his Argentinian iron lungs, so sad and lonely. It has been some time that Oliveira has been keeping an eye out for unimportant things, and the little green pumpkin had the advantage that as he meditated on it, it never occurred to his perfidious intelligence to gift it with such ideas as one extracts from mountains, moon, horizon, teenage girl, bird, or horse. This friend could show me. center is, oliveira thought [...] The
problem was to grasp that unity without becoming a hero without becoming a saint, or a criminal, or a boxing champion, or a statesman, or a shepherd. Understand unity in the midst of diversity so that unity can be a whirlwind of whirlwinds and not sediment in a clean, cold mate pumpkin. The pleasures of this paragraph are in a sense the flip side of Eleatic - they find the truth in the material, the sensory passage of time, even as the
protagonist, Oliveira is drawn, philosophically, to the opposite conclusion. When Morelli raises the help of the protagonist and his friends in putting the finishing elements on the draft of his latest book, he tells them: It's not as hard as it seems. Notebooks help you, there's a system of colors, numbers, and letters. Oliveira, who serves as hopscotch's disproportionate hero, asks: But what if we had to make a mistake? Morelli replies: Who
cares? You can read my book any way you want. Liber Fulguralis, manic side, and so it goes. The most I get is to set it up as I would like to read again. And in the worst cases, if they make a mistake, it can turn out perfectly. Morelli soon retreats into the background of the novel, but the discontinuous style of storytelling that he struggles with remains. And in a long history of fragmented stories, from Gilgamesh to the Pale King,
Hopscotch can represent the greatest tangle of all. Half a century after its publication, it still stands out as the most shameful attempt by a major writer to undermine traditional - truly quasi-instinctive and constitutional - reading strategies. Cortázar gets some help from Oliveira, who leads such a targetless, unconstrained life that mixing up the chronological order of his activities does little to undermine their significance. Assuming that
means they have meaning. Oliveira himself isn't sure that. Throughout the novel, he mulls over the elusive possibility of some anchor or purpose, describing within an assortment of makeshift names and phrases - center, unity amid diversity, kibbutz desires, or simply a square known as heaven in a children's hopscotch game. Yet he always steps back from any decisive moment of engagement or determination that might allow him to
find this bedless layer of stability and purpose in his own life. As a result, Hopscotch is a novel where the plot constantly disappears from view. Cortázar compensates by offering some of the most memorable incidents in modern fiction. Long after you've finished this novel, you'll probably still remember a haunting scene (an echo of Alfred Hitchcock's film Rope) in which Oliveira learns that his lover's son lies dead in bed. Instead of
telling her mother, he kept her partying in ignorance almost until dawn. Another searing break involves Oliveira engaged in a psychological game of one-upmanship with her doppelganger boyfriend Traveler, while Traveler's wife Talita is ready for a dangerous, makeshift bridge, high above the city street, a bridge that connects their two apartments. No, because Dostoyevsky has a novelist found such powerful ways to represent the
dark night of the soul in oblique and seemingly inherent moments of connection between literary figures. In other words, Oliveira's detached attitude to life perfectly matches the stopping and interrupted style of this novel's narrative. Along the way, Cortázar somehow manages to find a meeting place between two theoretical camps that many believe are incompatible, forcing a truce between structuralist fixation with the isolation of the
smallest islands meaning, and an existential fear that no such meanings can be found. Writing in France at a time when these two thought schools were dueling for intellectual dominance, Cortázar is doing justice to both. He hints at deep significations, but then detains them - as/and strategies highlighted by the different types of closure allowed by his alternative reading strategies. So give credit to this Argentinian author for writing one
of the great existential novels, worthy of standing next to the efforts of Sartre and Camus. But they also recognize Hopscotch as one of the most innovative postmodern literary works, one that offered deconstructionist critiques of a text deconstructed before it put its hands on it. Which path should you choose? Which offers the most satisfied resolution? Like the fun hopscotch itself, which this novel so artfully mimics, you may have to
play the game both ways to find out. ¤ Ted Gioia writes about music, literature and popular culture. She is currently working on her ninth book Love Songs: A Secret History. History.
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